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NATIONAL 1DVISORY :CoM'ITTEE FOR AERO?AUTIC'S 

TECmcICAL LIEMORATDU1I NO. 649 

LIQUID COOLING OF AI'CRAFT ENGINES*' 

By Kanns Véic1inger 

Introduction

engines is now limited' 
carburetor engines, water-
in rows and'air-ôoled 
i to have reached'thei'r' 
ie rivalry regarding the 
s as compared withair-
as ' . at te' beinning of 
&n' of 'the problem' " soemth 

The. construction of aircraft 
to two highly..deveIoped'tes of 
cooled, engines witlx the cylinders 
radial engines, both of which see 
extreme limits of development. T 
advantages of water-cooled engine 
cooled engines is still'the same 
their development, and the sol.ti 
to be no nearer, 

The problem of"aircraft-engino cooling is inseparably 
involved with tho demand for the minimum air resistance. 
Thilo, for this reason, ,endo ors are being made to re-
duce the frontal resistance of air-c 'o1ed radial engines 
by streamlined cowlings. and s'iiitabl . conduction of the' 
cooling air, and by the ,upo of, goo-'conduc'tin cylinder' 
heads forged in one pioc,e from high-tensile 'light motal 
into the bost form for. hoat. conduction, to oxt end the 
field of air-cooled engines,, the use of cooling liquids 
with high boiling points' and low 'freezing points has given 
liquid-cooled engines a corresponding impetus. 

In liquid cooling it' is'easy to prevent local over-
heating and to obtain any dsired',temperature'in the cyl-
inder. jackets, providing the cooling plant is suitably do-
signed.	 .'ioreover, the engine temerature'can 'be kept un-
der good control, since all heat disturbances are mani-' 
fested by changes in the temperature of the eoling liquid. 
The great superiority . ,of the liquid-cooled engine in heat 
receptivity results in a more uniform temperature. Since 

* It Versuche mit Heissk.hlung am Flugmotor." Abstract of a 
lecture 'before the Y.G.L. °(Wissenschaftliche Gesellschaft 
f'&r'Luftfährt) at.Kiel in 1931. 'Zeitschrift fr Flugtech-
riik und :.otoriuftschiffahrt, Sept. 28, 1931, 'pp. 541-6,.
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the air-cooled engine, must loae more energy in cooling in 
order to avoid local.Overheating, the water-cooled engine 
is somewhat' more economical. Tjs is deiionstrated. by the 
smaller fuel andoil consumption of the latter. 

In order to retain the advantages of water cooling 
with a minirauri ooling surface and t1iu aDroach air cool-
ing, attempts have been made to use other li q uids for 
cooling aircraft engines. 

EsDecially on seaplanes, due to the long water run, 
the radiators are generally too small for high summer tem-
peratures. As compared with landDlanes, t:',f1dttion 
gear requires. more power, and the requisite radiatOr diaen-
sions offer such a high air rei stance 'th.t the' taxying, 
climbing and flight characteristIcs are apDreciably im-
paired. If, however, a reduction in the size of' the'radi-
atorwould be advantageous for seaplanes, it would also )O 

advantageous ,for landplanes. 

Reason and Object of the Tests 

It is, of course, obvious why we 'at the Tavernnde 
seaDlane testing station, impelled by the cooling diffi-
culties of our large flying boats in midsummer, were the 
first to try' otner cooling liquids than water on airbraft. 
At our suge'stion preliminary tests were made at the Liunich 
Polytechnic School under the direction of Dr Nuoselt with 
the favorable result that, with increasing tenperature of 
the'cooling water, there was 'a considerable reduction in 
the quantity ,of heat abstracted by the cooling water. 
The tests were made with water, which was subjected to 
resoure for the Dur'pose of rai sing the boiling point, on 

a six-cylinder BIi IV aircraft engine. Ti,e resr.lts were 
roDorted by Dr. E. Hocker inthe V.D.I. (Zeit'schrift dos 
Vereines clo.t'scher In:onieure) of .pri1 12, 1930. 

This niethod 'of cooling could not be euloyed directly, 
because any. lack of tightness of the radiator would allow 
the water to evap orate. 'Lioreover, the obstruct±oa to the 
circulation of the water would c'oictitute an unjustifiable 
impairment of the safety factor, 

The use ' of evaporative coolin' wo.ild have necessitated. 
great modifications in the alrolane and power plant. Hence 
attempts we're first made to do 'the cooling with some liquid
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physically similar to water, but with a higher boiling 
point;. Sincoater, aside 	 its low boiling noint and
high, feozing point, has all the advantages for cooling, 
some disadvantages must be accepted in uqng otier liquids. 

The tests.at Travemi.nde were made with the same BMW 
IV engine , as at Munich w.th three liquids, namely, ethy-
lene 'glycol (C 2 H 60 2 ) , coolant 82 (I. G. Farben) and. a 
transformer oil (Rhenania Ossag Company). The boiling 
point of all these liqu.ds is, higher than the maximum 
cooling temperatures the engine can stand.. Comparative 
tests were first made with water and the treeabove-mn-
tioned, liquids'on the test-stand. in Travemunde, the object 
of which was to determine whether, the engine functioned 
perfectly at the high temperatures; whether' an endurance 
run was possible and how the horsepower and fuel consump 
tion wore affected. The correctness of the tost-stand re-
sults was then to be tested practically with tTio same en-
gine on an airplane. A further object was todetormino 
tho,maximum attainable cooling temperatures. Since to 
more .important:thermal rolations had already boon inves-
tigated in Munich, and since a thorough invostigation' by 
the 'D, lT.L. (Deutsche, Vorsuchsanstalt fur Luftfahrt) as 
nearly finished at the time, the following tests vere ma.e 
from a purely practical standpoint. 

As had. been expected, it was found , that the normal 
piston clearance o± 0.4 to 0.6 mm (0.016 to 0.024 in.) no 
longer, sufficed. Beginning at the head., each piston was 
turned off' conically to about 1.2' to 0..G m (0.047 to .0.024 
in.).. clearance. Likewise' the gap in the piston rings was 
incrased by 0.1 mm (0.004 in.) , These measures, proved 
very successful. D.ring the whole course of the tests,, 
the're was no seizing of the pistons, no increase in the 
oi'l consumption was manifest, and the power romaine wi.-
form. MOreover, special rubber gaskets for high temper-
atures, made by the Heede Company in Han;ovor, wore used 
betwei the cylinders. Those provod very satisfactory 
after p re1imi21ary tests had shown that, the, ordinary rub-
bor gaskts wer.c. not damaged by glycol. but by the high.. 
t omDerat'ur es. ' ' 	 . . 

The Cooling Liquids Used 

The essenti.al characteristic of a cooling medium is 
that it should have a definite minimum boiling point of
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not less than 180°C(356°F.). It is also important that 
the cooling liquid. should. have no corrosive action, should. 
not attack rubber,.	 ould. physically resemble water and 
should not be inflammable. No liquid has yet been d.iscov-
ered which fulfills all these requirements. The best ones 
seem to be glycol and. oo].ant 82. Glycol, which has been 
successfully used. in American experiments under the name 
of uPrestone,It is au organic liquid which, aside from its 
low flash point óf 116°C (24O.8F.), approximately fiil-
fii]' all the requiremen'ps. G. W. Prank reports, in the 

S.A.E. Journal, successful endurance tests made with 
"Pre-tone" by the American Army and Navy both on the test-
stand and. in flight, in 1923-1926. It has a high boiling 
point of 197°C (386.6°F.) and a very low freezing point of 
-37°C (-34.6°F.').,, so that it. is an excellent protection 
against freezing. .Glycol cui 'Thmixed with water in any 
proportion. Unfortunately, however, the boiling point 
falls very rapidly with the freezing point. It is a groat 
disadvantage tereore that the liquid is hygroscopic. 
With the absoiptidn of 10% f water, the boiling point 
drops to 140°C (284°F.), while th flash point rises to 
130°C (266°F.). Thi .s disadvantage can be largely overcome, 
however, by the exercise of sufficient care. With the •sar:ie 
glycol we flew 42 hours over a period. of 11 weeks without 
the boiling point falling below 160°C (320°F.) , which in-
dicates a water content of not over 4%. 

The secoud cooling liquid, coqiant 82 of the I.G. 
Parbenindustrie, seems to be almpst identical with glycol. 
At any rate, the physical propeities of the two liquids 
are alreos the 'same. 

The. third. cooling liquid was a transformer oil pro-
duced. by the RhenaniaOssag Company. The boiling point 
of this oil is above 200°C (392°F.), but , does not seem'to 
be very definite. We had to discontinue the tests with 
this oil, because easily boiling. contituents 1d not al-
low a higher temperature than 140°C (234°F.). Its fiah 
point, is not much higher than that of glycol. The chief 
objection to the use of this oil as a cooling medium is 
the fact that it is almost imp ossible to insure tightness 
of the cooling plant with rubber gaskets. 

In Figure 1, the specific gravities of the three liq-
uids are plotted. against the temperature. . 

The specific heats, which are necessary for calculat-
ing the amoun.t of heat absorbed. by the cooling liquid, are
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pl&tt	 "aái't 'thé.. tethperat.ure •j: .Pigur.e 2.	 These n.t'.ir-



ãI1arywiththe :amoiint.a .f .wat.er.absorbed by the liquids. 
T1.erëárd ño'reliab1.e datafor :the rather low... speci!ic 
heat ofth 'transfOrmer oil.-:. . 

estStand.Exe.rimets:. 

The ngiñe was mounted on a sound-4ampingtest-stand 
in'Travemunde. :Th engine bod,with theengine wain-
stà.11ed'in the tuhnel_ :shapedOhamber, while th.e observa-
tion chamber was separated.from 'it by a concrete wall. 
Figure 3 show the engine mounted. on the . p endulum frtho. 
The air drawn 'in by the propeller, came through.the wooden 
tunnel shownin the foreground,. wiich was connected with 
an air shaft 14m (46 ft.) .h,igh.	 The air. flowed, right and 
left past the engine and left th.e: test chamber.. through. an 
exDanding vertical shaft. The engine was cooled by two 
large airplane r.dia'tor.'s on opposite aides othe propel-
1cr slipstream. Th mean temperature of the .coo1ing liq -
uid , wa , raised by .wr pping the radiators with strips of.... 
1 Fnen'.	 .	 .	 . .	 ..	 .	 . . 

iure 4's an ac&ara.tediagramQf . the. .whole arrango-
mert. The circulation of the c.00lin . g . liq'i&was maintained 
'by an engiñe-driveit pinn.p and. 'remained 'n-early uniform, as 
the'r.p,M. of tho egiñ.e was.not. change'd..duri.ng t1e tests. 
The quantity of the ciculating liquid. was. determined by 
an I.G. measuring orifice. nst.a1led intho.conducting 

Moreover.;an expansiOn., tank, open at the top, was 
connected with tue pipe, so that the liqt.ud wes always tan-
dor atmosphorlO pro'ssuio.	 'y	 , .	 ' . 

A series of tests was first made withwat.or as the. 
coOIig' iodium for cOmparison with	 othor liquids. All
th tOstswero madct full load. The quantity. of.heat 
absorbd by the cooling medium wa calcuatod 'from the 
hourly quantity of liquid, the increase in temperature of 
tho liquid between inlot and. outlet, and the specific 
heats.	 . : 

In Figure 5 the heat absorbed by the liquid is plotted. 
ag.i.nt i't mean tbmp r.ature. .: I i.s aboi . '7% higher than 
in tic uunich tests. This difference is due to the d.ffer-
end iii thO"t'est oqiiipce'n.t and. to the' greater hq.ir1y . qun-
tity of li.qui& in th pr'esent tests. .Tb p chief rosu1t1i 
that, at about 14000 (284°F,) mean temperature of the li-
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uld, only half the heat is.absorb.ed., as compared with a 
temperature of 50°C (12°F.), due .t.o the smaller tempera-
ture 'difference betwei.. the. ga and the cooling liquid and 
to the higher surface tperature of the engine and. the 
consequent increase in heat radiation. 

In Figure 6 the heat ab,sorbed.' by th liquid per horce-
power per hour is plotted against the mean temp erature of 
the liquid. The scattering of the test points is much 
greater with glycol than with water.. This is ascribable 
to the fact that the calculations of the points are unre-
liable, due to the changes in the specific heat and spe-
cific gravity resulting from the absorption of water by 
the glycol during the tests. . Mor.eovr, since the viscos-
ity of glycol,is gratly affected by the temperature, the 
rate of flow of th& ' liauid	 £, especially at lower 
temperatures	 This fact is. likewise confirmed. by the 
course of the two curves.	 . .	 . 

In practice the most important result is that the use 
of ilycol causes no thermal shifts as compared with water. 
With te same effctivo radiating area, thoro is almost no 
difference in the moan tomperaturo of water and. glycol. 

In F.guro 7.tho horsepower N 0 and the r.p.m. are 
plotted against. th temperature of the.cooling liquid. In 
spite of the coisiderable s.cetterin,g, which is not stran(o 
with the i.nacóiirate calculation of 	 (the tests being 
made on several, different days) , the maximum powe' and. 
revolution speed were attained. at a mean temperature of 
the cooling liquid of about 100°C (212°F.). With a mean 
temp erature of 140°C (284°F,) of the liquid., the rower 
fell 3.5 as comDared with that at 70°C (158°F..), which is 
small in view of the advantages in other respects. There 
was no :p erceptible change in power due to the use of rly-
co]. instead of water. Similar relations obtain in the. 
specific 'uel consumption, whici is Diotted. aathst the. 
iwan temperature of the liquid. in Pigur 8. 

Plight Te'st 

The choice of the firt exorimen'ta1 airlane was de-
termined by thef,act that wewished to uso the same en-
gine and that he • radiator consisted of several removable 
plates, so that it size could be' reduced.
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The experimènta]. airplane Arad.o SCID 1241, which ful-
filled these requfrethents, is shown in Figure 9. The BM 
IV engine with normi.' compression, which was used in the 
stand tests, was installed after careful inspection. The 
ventilation was improved, so as to remove any possibility 
of the glycol coming in contact with the hot ongino. A 
large vertical sheet-metal screen was placed on the ox-
haust side, through which tho six exhaust pipes led. 

The radiator consisted of 19 plates of 0.575 m 2 each 
of effective area and was mounted under the fuselage. 
The liquid was kept in circulation by a standard-pump. 
Reduction in the cooling area and the consequent increase 
in the temperature of the liquid was effected by removing 
individual plates. The temperature of the liquid, on en-
tering and on leaving the engine was measured by a steam-
pressure thermometer mad.o by Schafer and Budonborg of Mag-
deburg, All the principal test instruments were installed 
in the second cockpit, as shown in Figure 10: on the left, 
th two large-scale thermometers for the liquid tempera-
turés; on the right, the thermometer for the temperature 
in the oil sump, the DVL tachometer for accurately ind.i-
cating the engine r.p.m. and-in the middle a threefold. in-
strument for recording the d-ynamic pressure and. the flight 
altitude. 

The principal object of those experiments was to de-
termine the reliability of liquid- cooling in flight, the 
maximum cooling temperature, and to represent the results 
in numerical form. The first flight tests were made with 
19 radiator plates. After a flight of 15 minutes, when 
it could- be assumed that the engine was fully warmed up, 
an 8-minute horizontal flight was mado near the ground-
with wide-open throttle, During this time the triple re-
corder was switched on, the engine r.p.m. was noted-, and. 
the temperatures of the inflowing and. outfiowing liquid-, 
of the oil and of the outside air were recorded-. The same 
test was ath.de at three other revolution speeds. In flight 
at a constant r.p.m. the temperatures quicily became con-
stant. 

Further experiments were tried- after removing two 
radiator plates at a time and- finally one plate at a time. 
The smaller the numbor of plates, the higher the tempera-
ture of the liquid- bocamo, until tho raaxirum limit was 
finally reached. For various reasons (including absorp-
tion of water by the glycol) , 150°C (302°F.) should not bc 
exceeded. This limit was reached- with si: 1ate at an
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outside tomporaturo of 11°C (5.1.8°F.). In. a test with five 
p lates the temperature of the liquid rose to over 160°C 
(320°F.)	 This sudden great temperature rise indicated 
that the radiator plates nearest the fuselage contributed 
but little to the cooling. Presumably the flow resistance 
of the radiator had also increased considerably, since the 
temperature difference of the cooling fluid. between the 1ri 
flow and outflow was not less ai compared with . the stand 
tosts, Two measures were therefore adotod. A better 
cooling of the radiator plates in the air flow..was effect-
ed by leaving more spaco betTveen them and the fuselage, 
and. •tho amount of liquid flowing through thorn per unit of 
tifle was increased, As shown in Figure 11, the radiator 
plates were mounted. farther from the fuselgo, so that 
flights could be made with only five, plates. 

Altogether 70 f'lihts with a total flying time of 42 
hours were. made wit:hin a period of' nine weeks with glycol 
as the cooling mediüi. The measured cooling-liquid tern-
peratures had. to be. reduced to a çontant outside tempr-
ature, in order to be able to compare them with one an-
other, Since the mean outside temperature during the 
tests was about 11°C (51.8°F.) , all values wore correspond-
ingly converted on the assumption of a direct pro p ortion-
ality of the cooling-liquid temperature. 

The effective radiator area, which could. not be cal-
culated from the test-stand data, could be here determined., 
The 19 Dlates, as used. for water cooling, had an effectito 
surface area of 10.93 xo 2 (117.55 sq.ft.). This area was 
tahon as the basis and the effective radiator area was ex-
pressed. in per cent, 7e thus obtained, the curves repre-
senting the effective radiator area in terms of the cooling-
liquid temperature, (Fig, 12.) The middle curve, reduced 
to. 11°C (51.8°?.) outside temp erature, represents the ef-
fect of removing plates from the bottom, The drop. is very 
steep. The radual flattening •of the curve is due to the 
ineffectiveness of the plates too near the fuselage, Im-
provomnt is oss.ib1e 'by increasing the efficiency of the 
radiator by suitable methods, If the ad1ator is broucht 
more into the wind, tho loft curve is obtained.. Pcrha'os 
still better results can be obtained by iv±ng .thc . radia-
ter, at the outset, the corroct dosigii for liquid cooling 
.at high temperatures, 

The mo'st important test result is that, at 145°C 
.(293°,) mean temperature of the cooling lIquid., only
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26.3% of the original effective radiator area is required, 
a • i	 of?3.7 due to the increase of about 7000 

(i26 O ô) iñ têémperature of the radiator surface. Tho 
rquit:à &ff t±vé radiator area per horse p ower is thus 
rethi6d frórn'ho oigiil 0.04 to only 0.011 m2/hp. 

If the mean cooling-liquid temperatures are plotted 
agaixi	 theengine'reóiution speeds, the fill :°. the 
curve from right to left represent the a1l of the mean 
coo]in1i'quid temperatures due to thrott1in the engine. 
Tt is obious from Figure 13 that a given throttling 
yields a greater temperature drop fo high cooling tem-
peratures than for low ones. This result is likewise im-
ortant fr designing radiators for liquid cooling at high 

temperatures. Figures 14 and. .15 show a comparison of to 
original radiator with the smallest one. 

During the test period, there was no falling off in 
the r.D.m., no seizing of the pistons, no valve leakage, 
nor other trouble. The rubber gaskets did. not give out, 
and. the spark plugs did not have to be roplacod. Only the 
engine became more sensitivo with regard to the fuol, The 
original 50-50 mixture of gasoline and hdnzol had. to be 
replaced. for high cooling temporaturos by a mixture con-
taining 80% of bonzol. The "Aero H" oil of the German 
Vacuum Oil Company yioldod. good results. Thoro was no 
greater oil consumption in flight, and. the moan tomporature 
was 65°C (149°F.), as in wator cooling. Unfortunately, the 
breaking of an exhaust valve in the flight to Munich after 
the complet.on of th& tests resulted ii d.amagb to the pis-
ton and engine housing. It. could: not be detormined. as to 
whether the break was caused by li q uid cooling at high 
temperatures or. by defective material. A careful inspec-
tion of the di srriantled engine showed that the wear of all 
the parts was normal, and that the exhaust valves were not 
distorted.

Summary 

It is sought tci solve the problem of li quid cooling 
at high temperatures, which is an intermediate method. be-
tween water and air cooling, by experiments on a test-
stand and on an airplane. 

A utilizable cooling medium was found in ethylene gly-
col, which has only one disadvantage, namely, that of corn-
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b'iistibility.' The' danger, however, is very slight. It has 
'oi"eT decided advantage, that it sithul'tanoously serves for 
:pbtetion..gainst' freezing. The absorption of water 
from the :ir'ri1t läwer the boi1ir point, so that tbe 
li q uid, would eve.00rate. 

.Are'gards the engine;' no" objecion has thus far boon 
found to liquid cooling at' high tom'peraturcs'. The loss 
in engine power is very sroall,'providOd. the cooling tern-
perature does nOt 'exceed 145°C '(293°F.). This torn orturo 
was indeed fOuñd"tb be the best. The extended tests on, 
the stand" and in flight shOw that the engine can stand 
the indreased. thermal stresses, though it is possible that 
certain arts (e.g., exhaust valves) should be made from 
high-grade materials. 

.\.n important point is th reduction in the size of the 
radiator, *hich.has always been difficult to install on an 
airplane	 Our results admit areduction of 70in the 
original radiator area and probably evei. mOre, It may be 
assumed. that this reduction will not onl'y diminish the r-
sistance of the radiator, but will make it possible to in-
stall it in án'airplane in"such a way as to eliminate it 
resistance altogether, thus considerably reducing tho dra 
of the airplane, '	 ' ' 

The reduction in the size of the radiator 'will enable 
an incease in tha •speed of the airplane., vthich may 'be 
quite large on	 vOry swift airplane. L'iorooQr, there i 
a 'saving in weight, about '32 kg (70 lb.) in the present 
case, which is very desirable. 

Increased attoition roust be givoi the radiator pack-
ing. It is still to 'be determined whether higher-grade 
fuel should 'be used in liquid cooling at high'tomporatures. 

Further results of liquid cooling at high tempera-
tures load to the union of the radiator and engine by a 
special cylinder jacket and to an increase in the number 
of cooling fins on the engine housing. 7o have the small 
air resistance of finlineU engines and can in any case, 
in contrast with air-cooled engines, avoid ].ocal overheat-
ing, since the cooling liquid reioves the heat from any 
part to an almost unlimited degree.
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In conclusion, I wish to express my thanks to my co-
worker, Dr. L. Auer, for the performance of the experi-
ments and. the evaluation and arrangement of the results. 

Translation by Dwight ici. iner 
National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics.
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Figs.7,8 
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Figs.12, 13 
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